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Covering the major approaches to the use of corpus data, this work gathers
together influential readings from leading names in the discipline, including Biber,
Widdowson, Sinclair, Carter and McCarthy.
This is the seventh book in the series and aims to improve educational outcomes
for indigenous and ESL students. It continues to develop the idea, initially
introduced in Easy Text Types, that there are different types of texts. The
students are encouraged to read and become familiar with the features of
explanation, descriptions, expositions, discussions and poems. All of the sample
text types in this book are beautifully illustrated and simply presented to inspire
students to begin to plan, write and edit their own text types with enthusiasm and
confidence. The activities in the book are outcome linked and some are created
to help students revise the grammar and punctuation that they have learned in
Easy Punctuation and Easy Grammar. The solutions for these activities are
provided at the back of the book. Includes photocopiable material.
Chinese, as an aspect language, has played an important role in the
development of aspect theory. This book is a systematic and structured
exploration of the linguistic devices that Mandarin Chinese employs to express
aspectual meanings. The work presented here is the first corpus-based account
of aspect in Chinese, encompassing both situation aspect and viewpoint aspect.
In using corpus data, the book seeks to achieve a marriage between theorydriven and corpus-based approaches to linguistics. The corpus-based model
presented explores aspect at both the semantic and grammatical levels. At the
semantic level a two-level model of situation aspect is proposed, which covers
both the lexical and sentential levels, thus giving a better account of the
compositional nature of situation aspect. At the grammatical level four perfective
and four imperfective aspects in Chinese are explored in detail. This exploration
corrects many intuition-based misconceptions, and associated misleading
conclusions, about aspect in Chinese common in the literature.
"Testing and Assessment in Translation and Interpreting Studies" examines
issues of measurement that are essential to translation and interpreting.
Conceptualizing testing both as a process and a product, the collection of papers
explores these issues across languages and settings (including university
classrooms, research projects, the private sector, and professional associations).
The authors have approached their chapters from different perspectives using a
variety of methods, some focusing on very specific variables, and others
providing a much broader overview of the issues at hand. Chapters range from a
discussion of the measurement of text cohesion in translation; the measurement
of interactional competence in interpreting; the use of a particular scale to
measure interpreters renditions to the application of a specific approach to
grading or general program assessment (such as interpreter or translator
certification at the national level or program admissions processes). These
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studies point to the need for greater integration of research and practice in the
specific area of testing and assessment and are a welcome addition to the field."
This is the sixth book in the series and aims to improve educational outcomes for
indigenous and ESL students. It introduces the idea that not all texts are the
same. The students are encouraged to read and become familiar with the
features of narratives, recounts, procedures and information reports. All of the
sample text types in this book are brilliantly illustrated and simply presented to
motivate students to begin to plan, write and edit their own text types with
enthusiasm and confidence. The activities in the book are outcome linked and
some are created to help students revise the grammar and punctuation that they
have learned in Easy Punctuation and Easy Grammar. The solutions for these
activities are provided at the back of the book. Includes photocopiable material.
The history of modern European languages has been largely determined by the
range of functions they have acquired, particularly after 1500. This development
necessitated a notable expansion of their syntax and lexis, but is most
characteristically reflected in the conventionalization of text types. Starting from
the German concept of Textsorte as developed from the 1960s onwards, the
present account is a first comprehensive attempt at charting the field for the
history and present-day situation of the English language. In text types, a
designation is linked with a more or less stable form which guides the writer’s
production as well as the reader's expectation, permitting one to recognize
straightforward uses as well as deliberate misuses. Some two thousand of such
designations are here listed with minimal definitions and dates for first
occurrences. The discussion then concentrates on selected types, which are
seen as especially illustrative for English: book dedications, cooking recipes,
advertisements, church hymns, lexical entries, and jokes. Their functions and
development over time are treated in correlation with their specific linguistic
characteristics and adaptations to different period styles and social changes in
the readership. The functional range of text types in traditions outside England
and the consequences of the export of English categories are exemplified by the
history of Scots/Scottish English and of English in India. The arguments are
accompanied by a lavish supply of textual excerpts and more than fifty pages of
facsimiles, which are especially relevant for insights derived from typographical
features. A full bibliography and indices are provided at the end. The book will
prove useful for decisions on the constitution of representative text corpora and
stimulate research into a greater number of individual text types as well as
contrastive analyses at least among European languages.
The book offers guidance on the most effective strategies used in translating
different text types. It is an accessible course-book for students and practitioners
of Arabic-English-Arabic translation. It incorporates both theory and application,
and, as such, will be invaluable to students of translation. Based on text types, it
features a variety of translation key concepts, including ‘register’ and ‘genre’. It
is the result of fruitful cooperation among different translation scholars. It will
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serve to help bilingual speakers become familiar with translation techniques and
develop practical translation skills to the same standard as that expected of a
university graduate. Divided into six parts, the book covers many various text
types; from legal to scientific and medical, and from media and political to
technical texts.
Texts of the past were often not monolingual but were produced by and for people with
bi- or multilingual repertoires; the communicative practices witnessed in them therefore
reflect ongoing and earlier language contact situations. However, textbooks and earlier
research tend to display a monolingual bias. This collected volume on multilingual
practices in historical materials, including code-switching, highlights the importance of a
multilingual approach. The authors explore multilingualism in hitherto neglected genres,
periods and areas, introduce new methods of locating and analysing multiple languages
in various sources, and review terminology, theories and tools. The studies also revisit
some of the issues already introduced in previous research, such as Latin interacting
with European vernaculars and the complex relationship between code-switching and
lexical borrowing. Collectively, the contributors show that multilingual practices share
many of the same features regardless of time and place, and that one way or the other,
all historical texts are multilingual. This book takes the next step in historical
multilingualism studies by establishing the relevance of the multilingual approach to
understanding language history.
These three vols. focus on factual and literary text types. Vol.1 covers poetry, drama,
recount, explanation and discussion. Vol.2 covers narrative, procedure, information
report and exposition. Vol. 3 develops an approach to text types that is suitable for
middle secondary students.
Achieve English Text types.
This workbook enables learners to master written and verbal communication.
Facilitators have the assurance that the workbook covers the entire curriculum. The
following Unit Standards are covered fully: Use basic reading/viewing skills to respond
to defined texts; Write/sign simple defined texts; Engage in speaking/signing and
listening interactions. This Level II workbook offers these key benefits: Different text
types are used to familiarise learners with developing their newly acquired reading,
writing and listening skills; The text covers relevant and everyday topics; The book
builds on learners' life experience while teaching important and useful life and
communication skills.
The need to reform secondary-level education to prepare young people for new
economic realities has emerged. In an age of constant career changing, cognitive
flexibility is a top-priority skill to develop in today’s students. This shift requires
methodological innovation that enhances children’s natural abilities as well as updated,
focused teacher education in order to prepare them adequately. Educational Reform
and International Baccalaureate in the Asia-Pacific is a collection of innovative research
that examines the development and implementation of IB curricula. Highlighting a wide
range of topics including critical thinking, student evaluation, and teacher training, this
book is ideally designed for educators, curriculum developers, instructional designers,
administrative officials, policymakers, researchers, academicians, and students.
"This successful English workbook provides a vast array of activities for junior
secondary students.It incorporates an introductory unit that highlights why we study
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texts in English. Key features activities incorporate recent curriculum developments and
provides a work overviewing of different types of texts the high-interest content that
made the first editions so successful has been retainedThe material is organised into
short, self-contained sections, making it suitable for regular
The volume “Genres on the Web” has been designed for a wide audience, from the
expert to the novice. It is a required book for scholars, researchers and students who
want to become acquainted with the latest theoretical, empirical and computational
advances in the expanding field of web genre research. The study of web genre is an
overarching and interdisciplinary novel area of research that spans from corpus
linguistics, computational linguistics, NLP, and text-technology, to web mining,
webometrics, social network analysis and information studies. This book gives readers
a thorough grounding in the latest research on web genres and emerging document
types. The book covers a wide range of web-genre focused subjects, such as: • The
identification of the sources of web genres • Automatic web genre identification • The
presentation of structure-oriented models • Empirical case studies One of the driving
forces behind genre research is the idea of a genre-sensitive information system, which
incorporates genre cues complementing the current keyword-based search and
retrieval applications.
This volume explores the interplay of syntactic variation and genre. How do genres
emerge and what is the role of syntax in constituting them? Why do certain
constructions appear in certain types of text? The book takes the concept of genre as a
reference-point for the description and analysis of morpho-syntactic variation and
change. It includes both overviews of theoretical approaches to the concept of genre
and text type in linguistics and studies of specific syntactic phenomena in English,
German, and selected Romance languages. Contributions to the volume make use of
insights from attempts for text classification and rhetorical views on genre and reach
from quantitative, corpus-based methodology to qualitative, text-based analyses. The
types of texts investigated cover spoken, highly interactive, and written forms of
communication, including selected genres of computer-mediated communication.
Corpus data come from both synchronic and diachronic linguistic corpora, such as
LOB, Brown, FLOB, Frown, ARCHER, and ICE-Jamaica. This spectrum both in
approaches and data is meant to provide a theoretical foundation as well as a realistic
view of the inherent complexity of form-function relationships in syntax. At the same
time, genre is treated as a category relevant beyond discourse studies, consisting of
forms and conventions at all levels of linguistic analysis, including syntax. The book is
therefore of interest to linguists and graduate students in the area of syntax, discourse
analysis, and pragmatics, as well as to sociolinguists and corpus linguists working on
register variation.
Move into English 2 is part of a series that provides a structured program for teaching
language, writing and thinking skills to lower- to middle-secondary students. Each book
presents self-contained units covering a wide range of popular topics and featuring
lively, high-interest texts. As students work through the units, the basics of English are
taught logically and sequentially.Key features a clear, focused approach to the essential
skills of English an introduction to types of text
Traditional text types (or genres) are complex linguistic, sociocultural and cognitive
phenomena that can only be analysed in flexible interdisciplinary frameworks fusing
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structural and process-oriented approaches and combining quantitative description with
qualitative interpretation and evaluation.The theoretical and methodological implications
of the prototypical text type concept which is developed in this book are explored in an
exhaustive case study of a representative (ie prototypical) genre: the wedding report, a
conventional type of news report published in local English newspapers. The distinctive
contextual and textual features — situational context, text production processes,
function, thematic structure, and form on the macro- and microlevel — are analysed
synchronically and diachronically. The linguistic findings are integrated into a
comprehensive view of the interplay between the genre as a linguistic frame and its
sociocultural context.The study puts special emphasis on addressing the
methodological problems arising from the inherent fuzziness of traditional text types,
and can thus serve as a detailed working model of genre analysis, designed to be
adapted to the specific requirements of similar studies.
Responding to the demands of the Framework for Teaching English, Years 7-9, within
the context of the revised National Curriculum, the Level Best series offers a carefully
structured and motivating approach to English for 11 to 14 year-olds. Making clear the
purpose and structure of each unit and the skills being developed, the books offer
opening questions for discussion in small groups and provide opportunities throughout
to learn in a variety of ways. Encouraging students throughout to examine and explain
how they reached their conclusions, the series provides plenty of support in order to
increase confidence and achievement. It aims to guide students towards realistic
targets by encouraging reflection on what has been learnt during the course of each
unit before moving on to the next level. The Teacher Resource Books provide extensive
support, including suggestions for teaching styles, model answers and photocopiable
worksheets.
The second book in the series introduces students to the text type; poetry. It exposes
students to a number of delightful and beautifully illustrated poems written by the author
and by popular children's poets, so that they are able to recognise that poems do not all
look alike. Cleverly designed activities, which are outcome linked, motivate students to
identify and respond to a number of poetic forms and inspire them to create their own
poems using a range of poetic techniques. The solutions for the activities are provided
at the back of the book. This series is highly recommended for any teacher teaching
English in upper or lower secondary school. Includes photocopy masters.
Idioms carry an aura of mystery for all speakers, owing to the discrepancy between
their literal and non-literal meanings. This book clears up some of these ambiguities, by
examining a series of expressions that have derived from the most instinctive and
essential of all human behaviour: eating and drinking. The quantity and quality of 276
food and drink idioms are explored, investigating two hundred and fifty years of English
monolingual lexicography and forty years of usage as attested by contemporary
linguistic corpora. The examination of these idioms’ syntactic, semantic, pragmatic,
historical, social and cultural characteristics will foster in speakers a whole new
approach to idiom comprehension and usage, and will constitute thought-provoking
ground for further research in other idiom domains.
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English 4 contains four complete tests for the
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE) examination from Cambridge
ESOL. These past examination papers provide the most authentic exam preparation
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available. They allow candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format
of the examination and to practise useful examination techniques. Attractive colour
visual material for Paper 5 is included with each test, enabling students to prepare
thoroughly for the paired interview. The Student's Book is also available as a 'with
answers' edition which contains a comprehensive section of keys and transcripts,
making it suitable for self study.4).
The volume contains 37 papers originally presented at the 8th International Conference
on Historical Linguistics in Lille, France. The papers bring historical data to bear on
issues in theoretical linguistics, both descriptive and diachronic or deal with specific
questions in the history of individual languages. The theoretical issues range from
phonology over morphology and syntax to the lexicon, as well as questions of historical
dialectology, language contact, the theory of linguistic change, and problems of
comparative reconstruction. The languages discussed are Finno-Ugric and IndoEuropean, most of the papers dealing with Germanic and Romance languages
(especially English and French), but some being devoted to Greek, Celtic, Slavic, and
Hittite.
Text Types in EnglishMacmillan Education AU
Douglas Biber's new book gives a linguistic analysis of register in four widely differing
languages: English, Nukulaelae Tuvaluan, Korean, and Somali.
This collection of articles form a tribute to Jan Svartvik and his pioneering work in the
field. Covers corpus studies, problematic grammar, institution-based and observationbased grammars and the design and development of spoken and written text corpora in
different varieties of English.
Corpus-based Studies in English contains selected papers from the seventeenth
International Conference on English Language Research on Computerized Corpora
(ICAME 17). The topics include parsing and annotation of corpora, discourse studies,
lexicography, translation studies, parallel corpora, language variation and change,
national varieties, methodology and English language teaching. The papers on parsing
and annotation include discussions of the treatment of irregular forms,
semantic/pragmatic labels in air traffic control, a comparison of tagging systems and a
presentation of T-tag lexicon construction. The papers on discourse and lexicography
include a study of like as a discourse marker, thesaural relations and the lexicalisation
of NPs. In translation studies one paper discusses explicitness as a universal feature of
translation and the paper on parallel corpora contrasts English and Norwegian. Many
papers deal with variation and change; here we find a discussions of dialogue vs. nondialogue in modern English fiction and an account of verbal disputes in adolescent
English; the historical studies deal with e.g. text type evolution, multi-verb words,
normalization in Middle English prose and modalities in Early Modern English. The
methodology papers discuss the use in corpus analysis of inferential statistics,
probabilistic approaches to anaphora resolution and multi-method approaches to data.
The ELT paper compares the use of the progressive in native and non-native
compositions.
Even More Englishes comprises Manfred Görlach's more recent papers devoted to
general problems of the world language and to individual varieties. The collection starts
with principal questions as to what can rightly be regarded as 'English', looks at specific
features of emigrant Englishes and the value of individual features as evidence for
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linguistic geography — and for linguistic jokes. The functional range of Scots is traced
through its history, and the question is raised whether we are justified to speak of 'Celtic
Englishes' in Britain and Ireland. Two papers investigate the forms and functions of the
world language in two African states, South Africa and Nigeria. A survey of new
dictionaries of varieties of English and a discussion of whether pidgin and creole
languages need different types of dictionaries are followed by a documentation of the
history of the author's projects in the field of English as a world language. Even More
Englishes complements Englishes and More Englishes previously published in the
Varieties of English Around the World book series.
This book analyses speech-related genres in Early Modern English, providing ideas of
what spoken interaction in earlier times might have been like.
This collection of eight papers is a continuation of Manfred Görlach's previous collection
“Englishes” with the author's most influential writings in the field of varieties of English
Active English is a series of activity books for classes 1 to 6 that is firmly based on text types.
What makes Active English unique is the special emphasis on critical and visual literacy. The
chosen text excerpts are from a variety of mixed text types, both literary and non-literary. The
structure and features of each text type are reinforced in each unit of work leading towards
independent reading and writing. In each unit, emphasis is given to all language skills with
exercises in contextual grammar and spelling. There are also activities to encourage teachers
to initiate whole-class discussion. At the end of each unit, there are discretionary, sometimes
challenging extension tasks based on applying the text type that is featured in each unit.
The KS3 curriculum plays a critical part in giving students the best possible start to their
secondary education and preventing the need for intervention later on. This timely book
provides detailed guidance on how to develop a robust, multifaceted, inclusive and challenging
KS3 curriculum in English that provides a secure and progressive link between KS2 and KS4.
Featuring examples of curriculum models and audits of current practice, chapters cover key
topics such as: developing the planning cycle; transitioning between primary and secondary
English; assessment in KS3 English; creating a model that supports and challenges students
of all levels; LAC and SPAG: divisive or cohesive abbreviations; speaking and listening in the
KS3 English curriculum; using multimodal texts; examples of how meaningful homework can
successfully embed itself in a KS3 English curriculum model. Make Key Stage 3 Matter in
English will be an invaluable resource for KS3 English coordinators, teachers and all those
involved in the planning and delivery of the KS3 English curriculum.
Text Types for Primary Schools is an engaging and innovative series, designed to assist
students to write in a variety of text types according to their needs and purposes. The books
provide relevant and challenging writing models that reflect the aims of all current state
curriculum documents. Student Book Provide relevant and challenging writing models in a
range of factual and literacy text types and forms. 'Your Turn' pages encourage students to use
the writing model to construct their own written texts. Provide teachers with support for
planning and include scope-and-sequence charts and student writing profiles. Highlight text
structure and relevant language features.
Current Trends in Greek Linguistics is a collection of fifteen papers written by junior
researchers of Greek linguistics, aiming to highlight the ongoing linguistic research on Greek.
The collected papers present original research from a fresh perspective, and bring to the fore
aspects of the Greek language that have not been extensively examined so far. The authors
provide a concise overview of their field and address problems in a variety of theoretical
frameworks, including cognitive linguistics, formal linguistics, corpus linguistics, variational
sociolinguistics and critical discourse analysis. The volume comprises four sections: Aspects of
Meaning, Textual and Sociolinguistic Approaches, Phonetics and Phonology, and Clinical
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Linguistics and Language Teaching. The first section includes chapters exploring lexical
temporal expressions, the conceptualisation of time and the semantic properties of the
subjunctive mood. The second section discusses issues relating to adjective evaluation,
strategies of verbal humour, the role of social variables, media and political discourse. The
section on phonetics and phonology includes three experimental studies that explore
segmental and supra-segmental phenomena. The last section of the volume combines papers
from two different fields, dealing with aphasic speech and the teaching of idioms. This
collection of papers will appeal to researchers, students of linguistics and educators who are
interested in Greek and/or the implications of its study for other languages and linguistic
theory.
"English Reading and Comprehension offers a sound and structured programme of reading
comprehension work at an intermediate level. The series presents a complete introduction to
text types and a firm framework for studying English through reading. This course will develop
the ability of students to understand the structure, purpose and meaning of texts, and to
improve their own communicative and writing skills."--Cover.
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